
 

 
PLASTIC BEACH PROTOCOLS 

 
Plastic Beach aims to collect microplastic pollution data on sandy beaches 
around the world. The program empowers volunteers to collect important data 
that will be used to monitor global and regional trends in plastic pollution.  
 
WHAT YOU NEED TO GET STARTED 
 
Kit includes: 
1mm sieve 
Klean Kanteen pint (or something similar) 
4-meter rope tied to form a quadrant  
wooden stakes                                           
Ruler 
Magnifying glass 
Data sheets and Graph paper 
100-meter Tape measure 
Plastic beach educational sample 
 
Other materials to get: 
Digital camera 
Sample bags or jars 
5-gallon Buckets (2) 
Additional 4-meter rope quadrants 
Additional wooden stakes 
Additional sieves 
 
 
 
  



HOW TO COLLECT A BEACH SAMPLE   
 

A.  Select a beach -  Beaches must be sandy.  Fill in location information and site 
statistics.  

 

 
B. Place the 100-meter measuring tape parallel to the ocean (see diagram) 
C. In order to randomly evaluate microplastic pollution in the area, four random 

numbers will be selected between 0 and 100. Then place three quadrants – 
one at wrack line (last high tide), one in middle beach, one in back beach (next 
to vegetation or seawall) - along an imaginary perpendicular line at each 
selected number. A total of 12 quadrants should be analyzed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beach&Name: City,&Country: Date&of&last&rain: Time&of&last&high&tide:

GPS&=&start&of&transect GPS&=&end&of&transect Average&width&of&beach&
(m): Public&/&Private&Beach&&&&&&&&

(Circle&one)

Date: Beach&type:&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
sandy&/&rocky

Site&use:&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
high&/&med&/&low

Visible&outfalls&=&N&/&Y&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Visible&rivers&=&N&/&Y&

Notes:



HOW TO ANALYZE A BEACH SAMPLE 
 

A. Quadrants should be set up in the last high tide line, middle beach, and back 
beach (next to sea wall, pathway or dunes) on each random transect selected. 

B. At each Quadrant, remove big pieces of natural debris, like seaweed, leaves 
and wood. Brush them off and remove them.  

C. Sieving Dry Sand 
a. Fill half of a 5-gallon bucket with sand by evenly skimming the surface of 

the quadrant, using a cup or flat dustpan. This will be approximately 3cm 
(in depth) of the entire surface within the quadrant. The sediment should 
be scraped off the surface as evenly as possible.  

b. Once the bucket is filled halfway, scoop the sediment back out of the 
bucket and pour through the 1mm sieve, placing all of the plastic 
pollution and other non-natural debris in a sample jar or bag.  

D. Sieving Wet Sand 
a. Fill a 5-gallon bucket a little less than halfway full with seawater.   
b. Carefully scoop sand evenly from the quadrant and into the bucket of 

water until you fill half of a 5-gallon bucket with sand by evenly skimming 
the surface of the quadrant, using a cup or flat dustpan. This will be 
approximately 3cm (in depth) of the entire surface within the quadrant. 
The sediment should be scraped off the surface as evenly as possible. 

c. Pour or use the cup to transfer all floating particles into the sieve. 
E. Use the magnifying glass to identify plastic.  A ‘sink test’ can differentiate shells 

from plastic.  A ‘squish test’ can be used to differentiate PP or PE (hard) from 
soft organic matter (soft). 

F. Lay all plastic pieces on graph paper (if possible, let it dry someplace 
undisturbed). Using the ruler or graph paper to separate plastic pieces into size 
and type categories:  

a. Size categories - (particles >5mm), (particles <5mm) 
b. Type categories – (Fragment, Film, Foam, Pellet, Line) 

G. Count number of plastics for each category and record on data sheet. 
H. Photograph the sample!  This is a very important step for later shape, size, 

color & type identification.  Take a digital picture with sample ID clearly 
identified in the picture. 

I. Send all information to carolynn@5gyres.org 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 

Beach Name Quadrant #               -             Transect # Location:   
 
Last high tide -  Middle beach  -  Back beach 

Wind Direction: 
 
onshore          -         offshore 

Beach Type: 
 
Urban – Remote – Island – Lake - Ocean 

Volunteer names: 

Date:  Time:  Notes:  

 Fragment Pellet Line Thin Film Foam Non-plastic 
items 

Other Plastic 
Items 

  Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Ct. Ct. Wt.  Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. 

<5mm                    
    

>5mm                    
    

Beach Name Quadrant #               -             Transect # Location:   
 
Last high tide -  Middle beach  -  Back beach 

Wind Direction: 
 
onshore          -         offshore 

Beach Type: 
 
Urban – Remote – Island – Lake - Ocean 

Volunteer names: 

Date:  Time:  Notes:  

 Fragment Pellet Line Thin Film Foam Non-plastic 
items 

Other Plastic 
Items 

  Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Ct. Ct. Wt.  Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. Ct. Wt. 

<5mm                    
    

>5mm                    
    



1.  Write quadrant number here _______.       
2.  Place all plastic particles on this paper and photograph it. 
3.  Count the particles bigger than a box (>5mm), and those smaller (<5mm).   
4.  Dry sample on the paper and fold the whole thing into an envelope. 



 


